From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 11:41 AM
To: XXX@flhealth.gov>
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Re: DOH Complaint 202100xxx
Thank you XXX. Unfortunately, yes, I have extremely serious law enforcement complaints. Also, in
thinking this situation over, I believe my mother was being "groomed" for a while to accept Pass'
suggestions, including up to the point of asking me, upon prompting, including on New Year's Day, to
move things out from my room closet and drawers. I had mentioned that there were other "thoughts"
that mom mentioned to me, since she began seeing Pass, that seemed strange, or concerningly out of
character for my mother. I told her to stop seeing Pass. If my concerns are correct, this would indeed be
highly unethical and a highest breach of the patient-client relationship. I think you should get a
subpoena for Pass' records regarding my mother (if they are not forthcoming via a direct request). My
mother is very (too) compliant in some respects, too accepting of what authority figures say, and she
will also fight dissonance, and will even unhealthily rationalize, to remain comfortable about this or any
situation. I believe mom is a victim of Pass' undue influence, with Pass taking advantage of my mother's
personality and vulnerabilities.
I know there is a lot at my site, and I would like to emphasize the easily accessible information I have
there. Other information that I refer to I can certainly provide names, dates, locations, etc. (one example
being the young college student who was shot dead shortly after I posted my book ADP [at
ourconstitution.info] with the subtitle "Students Against Extrajudicial Killings). There were other
"coincidences" also regarding that horrid murder, which I mention at my Home page "overview". At the
"overview" section as well, please see where (in book ADP) to view the ATT email calling me "Judas" x2
(in response to my phone unlock request). Information on viewing the military-style emails time-lining
the death of UM patient Joan M is shown. (My interactions with some Homestead AFB military
personnel are also documented in ADP.) I have the name of that Secret Service agent who told me they
(emails) were from a hacked email account (my mother's). I have those same emails in a letter to the
FBI, which they never responded to. (As mentioned, Arias Morales at UM told me pointedly she had a
relative in the FBI. Who is this? I assume it's true? No FBI agent has responded, in any event...) I also
have concerns the Jewish ADL (or Mossad) may be involved in this brutality. It would appear the State
most definitely is, as this horror escalated after the State "completed" its investigation of UM's cancer
data manipulations I had complained about. UM also is likely still the 2nd largest CIA hub. In (book) ADP,
I have a copy of the approximate $10,000 raise from UM prior to my reporting Herna's threat in my
good evaluation response (after which I was fired). I also have a copy of that last (12th) UM evaluation
upon request. I have much documentation regarding the computer hacking at UM, including emails with
the head of UM IT at that time, Tim Ramsay, whom I had met with. I have much documentation of all
complaints, any/all of which I am glad to provide (though much is online). These concerning dates and
timelines - with so many other "coincidences", are not chance occurrences. Flamm (State/FWC
employee, my ex FIU "advisor") at the cemetery here (from Tampa), on my father's 1-yr date of passing what horror people are spending time on (with our tax dollars) - the Holocaust is not far from my mind...
"High-level tech" lethality this one is - killing people with chemicals in hospitals and with biologics in
restaurants/any other meals... Military-medical experimentation in these regards has gone on for
decades, and is no secret (much online). At my site I have links to a timeline of some military
experimentation on US citizens as well as a map of biolabs throughout the US, including several in
Florida. Please recall also that I have had my own medical labs, including tumor markers, and reports,
deliberately manipulated, and been vilely threatened. Altering such information can hide new disease or

progression, and can also lead to (preventable) death.
Entities behind my complaints, as well as perpetrators and colluders, are barbarians and must be
stopped. What I am describing is an abomination, and contrary to everything America is supposed to
stand for. I indeed have quite a bit of very concerning information, and someone should be
investigating. My recent correspondence with FIU police, online also, has more horrid, specific detail,
names, dates, etc. The 40-pages to Judge Economou near the bottom of my Home page has much detail.
My documentation also includes names of those involved (ADP page 109); the contacts and connections
just need to be delved into - some people sworn-in and deposed, etc...
I imagine you saw the information on the deaths of 100+ holistic MDs, suspicious, and many of them
younger, and in Florida (link at my Home page, below the overview). Also, the circumstances
surrounding the land sale for the first US Apotex generic facility, just North of Miami, after the Sherman
murders (founders), is provided. That company (children of the founders in Canada) has been selling
HCQ for many months, starting about the time, perhaps a bit later, the investigation into their parents'
murders was stopped (not yet solved). UM's recent discussion of a possible 100s M$ Medicare fraud
settlement for 22M$, which was also occurring the same time as my cancer data manipulation
complaints, shows they are in deep financial trouble.
This is a Florida "monster", and absolutely Rick Scott, and now DeSantis, know a lot. So does Rubio and
Gimenez. Scott, a "medical man" as well, may have been knowledgeable from Day 1, including since the
murder of Joan M. I wrote both him and Obama. I have by now written all members, both sides, of the
DC Senate/House Judiciary and Intel Committees (and other reps) - I am sure Trump also is aware. I have
emailed many in the Florida legislature as well. I again underscore the absolute disgrace, and cover-up I
know is going on. (Rubio receives a lot of financial support from Braman, a wealthy UM benefactor. I
received a few brief emails from Rubio's assistant in response to my extremely serious complaints.
Senator Nelson has some of my information and had referred me to Rubio. Very scary that Rubio is not
only in Congress, but on the Intel Committee - and now the acting Chair? The money and outside
influence in politics drive horridly unethical behavior, cover-up, and laughable oversight [particularly of
each other and the powerful they are supposed to oversee] on a massive scale, and are a disgrace and
mockery of the Constitution.)
This is what was in the news about Gimenez. He still got into Congress. Really, I do wonder about the
validity of some of these elections.
https://thesternfacts.com/miami-dade-covered-up-mayor-gimenezs-voter-suppression-until-mylawsuit-freed-the-evidence-d6d190c3d506
https://demcastusa.com/2020/01/16/miami-dade-workers-rally-against-a-corrupt-carlos-gimenezcongressional-run/
IG Joseph Maleszewski and IG James Boyd can provide further information. I have corresponded with
both, some of which is in (book) ADP.
Thank you. Please let me know if you can request (or subpoena) my mother's records from Pass. If what
I am saying, about her "grooming" or "molding" my mother to follow certain instructions, or be
conditioned to become pliable enough and/or trusting enough to do so, is true (I have no doubt) - I think
you must investigate. There are also a number of other concerns, deaths, etc. - if you can look into any
of them, or forward them on? Florida appears to want all this to "disappear" without the least look into
these things. The tapes at my dad's South Miami Hospital visit - maybe 40 minutes - would tell a lot - is

that so hard to review? Of course it's not. Covering this horror up is not what is best for Floridians, nor
Americans at large, and it all must be investigated.
Judy
Judith Futerfas

From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 5:21 PM
To: XXX@flhealth.gov>
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Re: DOH Complaint 202100xxx
Hi XXX,
Thank you. Well, I think what I have stated should be very concerning and pursued. Has my mother
denied the phone call? Pass? I doubt either or both of them would. Please let me know - that would
even increase the seriousness of my concerns. Phone companies also have these records. So, I am
reiterating to you something I am sure you know - there is a way to verify the phone call. I will further
document some of the horrid reasons behind my concerns that Pass is indeed compromised. The next
few paragraphs (after the italicized) outline some of the retaliation against me, and reasons for my
concerns with Pass, should you care to read them. UM refers to the University of Miami. FIU refers to
Florida International University. In the third paragraph down, I note: I have very recently (last month)
filed a complaint with the FIU police regarding Flamm and UM, in response to their concerns about
Flamm. Near the bottom I write:
In light of these complaints, all documented with dates, details, timing, etc. -- many with too many
coinciding factors to be chance only - I have concerns that Pass is involved. For Jews it can be made to
sound like a religious duty to never report a fellow Jew, and even to assist with illicit, even horrid,
requests, including from another "professional". There could be an air of intimidation or threat if
someone (including non-Jews which UM's Stuart Herna and Susanna Arias-Morales are) does not comply
- I know that first-hand from UM. They can stop you from getting work and clients, and will - and
worse. Even in the Orthodox Jewish community, people trying to report child abusers are shunned and
ostracized, including by their own families. In light of this strange interaction my mother had with Pass,
and in fact several strange events that I documented - I have every reason to be concerned that there is a
more nefarious explanation. Pass' actions are already suspect to me - and I do not think there is any
justifiable reason for her instructions (or "suggestions") to my mother in regards to me. Again, I have
never met her, furthering my concerns for a malicious reason for her actions. I think Pass was stirring up
trouble using undue influence that was destructive to the bond my mother and I have. I am sure "do no
harm" is also required under her license, and she has willfully crossed that ethical boundary.
If you have seen my website (ourconstitution.info), I document a number of alarming events which give
me cause for concern regarding Pass. I worked at UM for twelve years, and was vilely threatened by my
boss there (Herna), so I know very well what they are capable of. In my book, "Humanity's Abyss.." at my
site, I note, as many have, that too great an emphasis on religion in society can be detrimental to
healthy and productive interactions. Religions and their differences can take on greater importance than
the values of equality and fairness laid out in our Constitution. My family is Jewish. I believe Pass is
Jewish. I am a fired whistleblower from UM, where Pass also went to school. Many of the MDs and

administrators are Jewish, and UM seems to be particularly mad that as a Jew, I dared report their
cancer data manipulations in violation of State law. They are furious if anyone reports them about
anything, it seems. I have been threatened, including being the recipient of concerning calls, texts,
emails, mail, etc, and I believe others have been lethally harmed following instances of my reporting. I
have had UPS and USPS mail related to UM and other legal matters, my website, etc. "lost", "delayed",
and opened with information taken. There is also a State component regarding an ex-FIU advisor
(Richard Flamm) who was/is a FWC employee in Tampa. I had also reported UM's cancer data
manipulations to the State. The retaliation against me escalated after that State "investigation" was
"completed". I have very recently (last month) filed a complaint with the FIU police regarding Flamm and
UM, in response to their (FIU) concerns about Flamm.
The similar circumstances and timing of the suspicious deaths I report are too many to be
"coincidence". (See also the 40-pages to Judge Economou.) There are also other reasons their deaths
are concerning. The causes of most of the deaths appear "natural", or at best unknown. I call this
manner of death "high-level" lethality - people are killed in hospitals with chemicals causing a heartattack, "elevated" labs, etc. At a restaurant, for a planned event, for example, a biologic in food will kill
hours later - one never wakes up, or only briefly. I have continued to report UM and Flamm because I
don't think anyone is above the law, and people should know of this horror. Justice must be served for
the victims, and punishment for the perpetrators. Although I have plenty of very concerning, detailed
information, by anyone's standards, this is being covered-up, and so far no one will investigate.
I have had my work computer (when at UM) hacked for days-on-end, and currently I will no longer use
my personal email as someone has access 24/7, even if I change my password daily. This was recently
witnessed by an MSN tech who had remoted in to resolve a different matter. That is why I use my
website email - I think (hope) GoDaddy offers some higher level of security, even though it is still
Outlook. My website has much more extremely concerning information. This includes vicious retaliation
and harassment indicating high skill level including ATT emails I received calling me "Judas" (see "Absent
Due Process..." [ADP] at my site page 104); military titled hacked emails time-lining the death of UM
patient Joan M (at another facility) (ADP page 115); concerning phone calls; comments while handing
out my pocket constitutions; killing of a young man, a new college student, the child of a friend of mine
(shortly after my book (ADP) with the subtitle, "Students Against Extrajudicial Killings" was posted
online), etc. Whomever is involved is likely being paid with our tax dollars. Certain people around me
and my family have been used as snitches (Rebeca Butler, for one). My medical labs have been
deliberately altered on several occasions, with complaints submitted to the companies (Baptist, Quest).
At least two of my doctors died suspiciously prior to UM taking over their practices. UM and the State
know all about my family contacts as well as whatever medical and other information they want. My
phone may have been listened in on as well as my family's. This retaliation been ongoing over some
years, and sounds (and is) horrid - but Snowden reported on such illegalities, on a massive scale. Please
also know that UM is likely still the 2nd largest CIA hub, and a worker in my department (Arias Morales)
had pointedly told me that she had a relative who worked for the FBI. Despite my documentation of
high-level hacking; UM emails being moved, deleted, etc.; personal emails deleted in front of me;
hacked emails from my mother's account appearing to timeline the murder at Bethesda Hospital East of
UM patient Joan M; and other abuses, I did not receive the first call back from the FBI. If you read the
FIU police correspondence at my site Home page, there is even more information regarding these
concerns. The documentation I have is very detailed and substantial - yet no one will investigate. I have
many of the names of those involved (ADP page 109). So, it would be a matter of deposing some of
these people, or checking their phone and email records - yet no one appears to want to know.

I have seen Jews and others act in ways I would never have thought even existed in current society. In
reality, things are becoming more alarming than ever. One only needs to see what has happened to
Snowden, Assange, ex-CIA torture whistleblower Kiriakou, along with others, to realize our rights are
being eroded and voices silenced. In my book "Humanity's Abyss...", please see more about the death of
my doctors as well as concern for the circumstances of my father's death in relation to my resigning
from the Jewish group Hadassah. At my site Home page see concerns for the 100+ holistic MDs who
have died suspiciously, many younger, and from Florida. See concerns for the brutal deaths of the
Apotex founders and the selling of the land for their first US generic plant, just North of Miami, after
they were murdered. Apotex (in Canada) has subsequently been making HCQ for Covid-19 treatment.
Here are some of those links and others you might be interested in:
therealdeal.com/miami/2019/02/27/apotex-pharmaceuticals-sells-planned-us-hq-in-miramar-at-a-loss-followingfounders-mysterious-death/ Apotex murder-FL land sold
https://statnews.com/2017/06/16/generic-drugs-biosimilars-pharma/ generics half B$ if delayed up to 6 months
https://nypost.com/2019/12/28/private-investigation-into-murder-of-canadian-billionaire-barry-sherman-calledoff/murder investigation stops
https://capforcanada.com/the-mysterious-death-of-apotex-founder-barry-sherman-manufacturer-of-covid-19remedy/HCQ Apotex
https://healthnutnews.com/recap/ 100+ holistic MD deaths, many in FL
https://msn.com/en-us/news/us/schism-among-um-doctors-exposed-in-proposed-settlement-over-medicarefraud-claims/ar-BB1byCcR UM 100sM$ Medicare fraud (this is when I reported UM cancer data manipulations)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuTXlCGjqMc&feature=emb_logo Brandy Vaughan x-pharma, anti-vaxxer
suspicious death

In light of these complaints, all documented with dates, details, timing, etc. -- many with too many
coinciding factors to be chance only - I have concerns that Pass is involved. For Jews it can be made to
sound like a religious duty to never report a fellow Jew, and even to assist with illicit, even horrid,
requests, including from another "professional". There could be an air of intimidation or threat if
someone (including non-Jews which UM's Stuart Herna and Susanna Arias-Morales are) does not comply
- I know that first-hand from UM. They can stop you from getting work and clients, and will - and worse.
Even in the Orthodox Jewish community, people trying to report child abusers are shunned and
ostracized, including by their own families. In light of this strange interaction my mother had with Pass,
and in fact several strange events that I documented - I have every reason to be concerned that there is
a more nefarious explanation. Pass' actions are already suspect to me - and I do not think there is any
justifiable reason for her instructions (or "suggestions") to my mother in regards to me. Again, I have
never met her, furthering my concerns for a malicious reason for her actions. I think Pass was stirring up
trouble using undue influence that was destructive to the bond my mother and I have. I am sure "do no
harm" is also required under her license, and she has willfully crossed that ethical boundary.
As mentioned, the retaliation against me escalated after the State completed its "investigation" of UM
cancer data manipulations I had reported. When I was threatened by Tumor Registry manager Stuart
Herna, he said that I had, "complained about a lot of people". There are plenty of ex-military and rogue
Intel who would gladly take a lot of money to do UM and State bidding - harassing, hacking, threatening,
and yes, even killing. This unfortunately, in light of Truman and Eisenhower's warnings decades ago,
along with an exponential growth of the very technology they were so concerned about, should not be a
surprise to anyone.
Thank you, Judy
Judith Futerfas

